Resonant Plasmon-Enhanced Upconversion in Monolayers of Core-Shell Nanocrystals: Role of Shell Thickness.
The upconversion luminescence (UCL) of colloidal lanthanide-doped upconversion nanocrystals (UCNCs) can be improved either by precise encapsulation of the surface by optically inert shells around the core, by an alteration of the nearby environment via metal nanoparticles, or by a combination of both. Considering their potential importance in crystalline silicon photovoltaics, the present study investigates both effects for two-dimensional arrangements of UCNCs. Using excitation light of 1500 nm wavelength, we study the variation in the upconversion luminescence from an Er3+-doped NaYF4 core as a function of the thickness of a NaLuF4 shell in colloidal solutions as well as in spin-cast-assisted self-assembled monolayers of UCNCs. The observed UCL yields and decay times of Er3+ ions of the UCNCs increase with increasing shell thickness in both cases, and nearly no variation in decay times is observed in the transition of the UCNCs from solution to film configurations. The luminescence efficiency of the UCNC monolayers is further enhanced by electron-beam-lithographic-designed Au nanodiscs deposited either on top of or buried within the monolayer. It is observed that the improvement by the nanocrystal shells is greater than that of the Au nanodiscs.